Kinetics of the thermal decomposition of pine needles
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Abstract: A kinetic study of the pyrolysis process of pine needles was examined using a thermogravimetric analyser. The weight loss was measured in nitrogen atmosphere at a purge flow rate of 100 ml/min. The samples were heated over a range of temperature of 19°C–600°C with a heating rate of 10°C/min. The results obtained from the thermal decomposition process indicate that there are three main stages: dehydration, active and passive pyrolysis. The kinetic parameters for the different samples, such as activation energy and pre-exponential factor, are obtained by the shrinking core model (reaction-controlled regime), the model-free, and the first-order model. Experimental results showed that the shrinking model is in good agreement and can be successfully used to understand degradation mechanism of loose biomass. The result obtained from the reaction-controlled regime represented actual values of kinetic parameters which are the same for the whole pyrolysis process; whereas the model-free method presented apparent values of kinetic parameters, as they are dependent on the unknown function ϕ(C), on the sum of the parameters of the physical processes, and on the chemical reactions that happen simultaneously during pyrolysis. Experimental results showed that values of kinetic constant from the first-order model and the SCM are in good agreement and can be successfully used to understand the behaviour of loose biomass (pine needles) in the presence of inert atmosphere. Using TGA results, the simulating pyrolysis can be done, with the help of computer software, to achieve a comprehensive detail of the devolatilization process of different types of biomasses.
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1. Introduction

The pines are coniferous, evergreen, resinous trees belonging to the genus *Pinus* of the family *Pinaceae*, native to the northern hemisphere. They are also found in South-East Asia and the Himalayan regions of India. The Chir pine (*Pinus roxburghii*) is predominant in the coniferous forests of the Himalayan regions of Uttarakhand and Himachal [1]. They constitute the major portion of the litter in coniferous forests [2].

Pine needles are abundantly found as underexploited biomass in coniferous forests and are responsible for forest fires and air pollution. According to the Forest Department of India, Dehradun, massive forest fires in 1995 engulfed 14.7 thousand acres of valuable forest area through 2,272 forest fire incidents in Uttarakhand, which created long-lasting ecological consequences [3]. Detrimental effects of fire make the top layer of the soil fallow and leave behind a layer of pine needles litter that prevents rain water from being absorbed by the soil, leading to the early depletion of the ground water cycle and stoppage grass growth, thus causing a scarcity of food for the livestock. Its tremendous potential as a combustible fuel for thermal as well as power application was studied through TGA (thermogravimetric analysis).

As forest residual logging, it would be wasteful to render the energy content of pine needles to a dump especially during times of increasing energy dependence. In addition, a higher level of utilization of pine needles would curtail ecological damages in hill conditions, and consequently, slow down the depletion of fossil fuel reserves. Using biomass as fuel instead of fossil fuel mitigates CO$_2$ emissions, as the evolved amount of CO$_2$ during the combustion process is compensated by the amount of CO$_2$ necessary for the photosynthesis process, hence it behaves as a CO$_2$ neutral source of energy [4,5]. Thermal and power generations are not only applications that biomass provides, but there are also several processes through which we utilize biomass for valuable products [6]. Biomass is a potential source for synthesizing the same chemical that is derived from crude oils. One of these processes is pyrolysis which belongs to the subgroups of thermo-chemical processes. In the pyrolysis process, the biomass decomposes into gases, liquid oils, and char. The information regarding pyrolysis and thermal analysis is studied in the papers of John E. White [7] and Paolo Ghetti [8]. Thermogravimetric analysis is often used for measuring mass losses and to know the mole fraction of evolved species during pyrolysis [9]. The main function of thermogravimetric analysis is online measurement of variations in mass as functions of time or temperature. Application of TGA is not confined to forestry or agricultural residual logging [10,11], but also for thermal decomposition of other materials such as medical waste [12], sewage sludge [13, 14], and waste car tyres [15]. Residues of biomass, mainly char, after devolatilization depend on the type of biomass used. The thermal
decomposition process is affected by operating parameters such as pressure, heat flow rate, temperature, and properties of biomass like moisture, bulk density, and composition. The bulk density of biomass influences the heat transfer into the particle and mass transfer from the particle. Hence, it is most significant to assure the best possible contact between particle and heating area [16, 17]. Various models regarding biomass decomposition are given, such as the isoconversional model that presumes kinetic parameters are inconstant during the process of decomposition but depend on conversion [18, 19]. Another model is the lumped kinetic model, which considers an ultimate number of parallel decomposition of n-th order reactions [20]. These partial reactions assist in complete decomposition run. As the pyrolysis process is the first thermo-chemical step in the gasification process, its chemical kinetics highly affect the yield of tar oil and char as well as their reactivity [21, 22].

Kinetic studies are very useful for the interpretation of reaction mechanism and catalytic phenomena, behaviour on molecular basis, optimization, and the development of new chemical processes as well as a gasifier design for bio-fuel extraction and simulation. In addition, the study of chemical reaction kinetics is of main interest to both chemists and the chemical engineering field. It can be used for elaborating rates data to attain various objectives [23]. The main significance of using kinetic analysis is to extract the valuable information on the pyrolysis steps through the different forms of kinetic models and their correlations. Eventually, it can be extrapolated to the industrial applications such as bio-fuel refineries. The pine forest tree is a resinous tree and easily catches fire. Its stability is maintained (or it does not decay) for many years due to the presence of a high percentage of lignin that provides strength to it. Therefore, we did a TGA analysis to know its thermal stability, its behaviour with inert gases, while the scope of using TGA results for simulating pyrolysis using computer software was to understand the devolatization of the different types of biomass.

2. Materials and methods

Pine needle samples for thermogravimetric analysis were taken from different altitude regions as: Dehradun (1,427 ft.), Teri Garhwal (5,740 ft.), and Champawat (5,280 ft.) districts in Uttarakhand. Pyrolysis of pine needles was performed using the thermogravimetric equipment, SDT Q600 (TA, Perkin Elmer etc) and Alumina (\( \text{Al}_2\text{O}_3 \)) crucibles were used. A horizontal TG/DSC holder was used. Both DSC and TG/C were performed to know the thermal as well as kinetics behaviour of loose biomasses. In order to achieve pyrolysis conditions, a nitrogen atmosphere was used. Nitrogen was used as the purge and protective gas protecting the micro-balance against possible pollutants. The volumetric discharge rate of nitrogen was set to 100 ml/min. for the purge gas. Thermogravimetric measurements were
carried out at a heating rate of 10°C/min. The furnace zone had to be purged for 60 minutes in order to drive off all the remaining oxygen. The mass of samples was measured between 12 and 21 mg. These measured samples are sufficient for a good contact area between the crucible and the sample. To measure the actual sample and furnace temperatures, thermocouple types R (Platinum-Rhodium-13%/Platinum) were used.

The pine needles contained about 1.8 wt % of ash (on dry mass basis) during the pre-treatment of producer gas by heat exchanger and cyclone. The chemical analysis of pine needles was experimentally determined with the help of the CHNS-O analyser (Perkin Elmer 2400 Series), which is shown in Table 1 and Table 2.

Table 1. Proximate analysis and heating value of pine needle samples

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location (Samples)</th>
<th>Volatile Matter (%)</th>
<th>Ash content (%)</th>
<th>Moisture (%)</th>
<th>Fixed Carbon (%)</th>
<th>HHV*(MJ/kg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Teri Garhwal</td>
<td>73.1</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>20.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rishikesh</td>
<td>68.4</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>17.9</td>
<td>20.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Champawat</td>
<td>58.3</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>21.5</td>
<td>17.1</td>
<td>20.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*High heating value (HHV) at constant volume

Table 2. Ultimate analysis of pine needle samples

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location (Samples)</th>
<th>C %</th>
<th>H %</th>
<th>O %</th>
<th>N %</th>
<th>S %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Teri Garhwal</td>
<td>54.05</td>
<td>5.34</td>
<td>32.58</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rishikesh</td>
<td>53.64</td>
<td>5.36</td>
<td>33.92</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Champawat</td>
<td>53.36</td>
<td>5.91</td>
<td>31.77</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pyrolysis of pine needles

Various complex reactions are involved in biomass pyrolysis, which result in a large number of intermediates and products; hence, proposing an appropriate reaction mechanism and modelling the kinetic behaviour is extremely complicated. Nevertheless, it can be performed based on visible kinetics, which also urges researchers to propose a much more precise mechanism involving available experimental utilities. Usually, it is cumbersome to formulate an accurate mechanism which takes into account several experimental parameters and miscellaneous feedstock. All the mechanisms can be depicted by a simplified general method wherein our loose biomass as feedstock is transformed into
gaseous materials or volatiles, blackish tar, and char as the primary feedstock or end product for bio-refineries to transform it into bio fuels [24]. Solid char is formed in the temperature range of 200–400°C in the primary decomposition phase (however, it depends on the type of biomass one is using) and, consequently, it reacts at temperatures over 400°C, which is the second pyrolysis phase [25].

The main component of biomass is cellulose, which is often used as its model compound as of its simpler structure. An incipient mechanism of cellulose pyrolysis, the two-step competitive mechanism, shows cellulose transformation into volatiles in the first step and char evolution with gases in the second one was developed by Broido [26]. Antal and Varhegyi proposed to use the one-step reaction mechanism of the first-order reaction equation to show cellulose pyrolysis [27, 28]. Finally, it was concluded that complicated models including more than one reaction step are not necessary to be simulated with the rate-limiting step, the depolymerization of cellulose. Depolymerization can be clearly shown by the one-step mechanism of the first-order reaction equation with high activation energy [29]. However, this simplification seems inexact as the composition of light gases in pyrolytic mixtures [30, 31] proves that cellulose pyrolysis involves at least two reaction steps. These steps have to be competitive since the yield clearly depends on the heating rate. Although the postulation of two competitive reaction steps is not novel, it has been continuously modified and clarified [32]. The most important contribution has been done by bringing the so-called “active cellulose” or “intermediate” into the reaction chain [33, 34]. The multi-step lumped mechanism is shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. Multi-step lumped mechanism of cellulose pyrolysis](image)

The theory of kinetic modelling

Mainly, there are two types of methods used in kinetic modelling: model-free and shrinking core model (SCM, model-fitting method). The model-free approach implies that the estimation of kinetic parameters can be done without assuming a reaction model. Principally, there are two types of methods used in kinetic analysis: the so-called model-free and the model-fitting method. One of the methods is isoconversional, which usually uses model-free methods [35, 36]. According to the isoconversional principle, the reaction rate at a constant extent of conversion is a function of temperature only and the resulting kinetic parameters are dependent on
the conversion. The mostly used differential isoconvesional method is the Friedman method [37]. Model-fitting methods use a particular reaction model to obtain the best fit of experimental data resulting in the determination of kinetic parameters.

Each model-fitting algorithm implies minimization of the difference between the experimental and the calculated reaction rate values. A wide variety of reaction models is mentioned in the project of the ICTAC kinetics committee [38] together with appropriate model selection recommendations. Relating to an ICTAC kinetic study [39], reliability of the model-fitting methods is comparable with that of the model-free isoconversional methods if the fitting procedure is used simultaneously for multi-heating rates. The models used are discussed below.

**Shrinking core model**

The shrinking core model was first presented by Yagi and Kunii [40]. The various practical cases such as, fluid–solid reactions can be approximated as the first-order for mathematical simplicity [41]. This model should be employed for the first-order reactions and considers whether the rate of leaching process is controlled by the diffusion of the reactant or the rate of the surface chemical reaction. The heterogeneous leaching reaction can be shown as follows:

\[ A_{\text{fluid}} + B_{\text{solid}} \rightarrow \text{Fluid product + Solid products} \]

The shrinking core model for an isothermal spherical particle is divided into three steps: diffusion of reactant \( A_{\text{fluid}} \) from the main body of gas film to the surface of the solid, reaction on the surface between reactant \( A_{\text{fluid}} \) and solid, diffusion of reaction products from the surface of the solid through the gas film back into the main body of the gas. A detailed integrated forms of kinetic laws (\( \phi(C) \)) for different control regimes is detailed in Table 3 [42].

In this model, the ash layer was absent and did not contribute to any resistance. Generally, the shrinking core model is used in the incineration process. The reaction mechanism, in the case of SCM, postulates that the reaction be carried out on the surface of a spherical solid particle [43]. The shrinking core model divided the control regimes into three parts what is shown in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Control regimes</th>
<th>( \phi(C) )</th>
<th>( k_i )</th>
<th>Equation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Liquid film diffusion</td>
<td>( 1 - (1 - \alpha)^{2/3} )</td>
<td>( 2bDk_dC_A/\rho R_0^2 )</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solid product diffusion</td>
<td>( 1 - 3(1 - \alpha)^{2/3} + 2(1+\alpha) )</td>
<td>( 2bDk_dC_A/\rho R_0 )</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical reaction</td>
<td>( 1 - (1- \alpha)^{1/3} )</td>
<td>( 2bDk_cC_A/\rho R_0^2 )</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Note: Where $k_c$ means the apparent rate constant (reaction rate constant when the chemical reaction is rate controller for the shrinking core model, which depends on temperature and gaseous reagent concentration). We used equation (3) only in our kinetic analysis.

$\phi$ (C): Reaction model; b: Stoichiometric coefficient of reaction; D: diffusion coefficient in the porous product layer; $C_A$: Concentration of the leaching agent; $\rho$: Density of the solid particle; $R_0$: Radius of the unreacted particle; $k_s$: Reaction rate constant; $\alpha$: conversion factor; $k_d$: reaction rate constant when diffusion is rate controller.

The kinetic parameters $E$ (activation energy) and $A$ (pre-exponential factor) can be obtained by using shrinking core model (SCM). If the integrated form of kinetic law i.e $\phi$ (C) = $k_s$ is known, it can plot the values of $\phi$ (C) against time for different iso-thermal data points. Each of these plots should be linear, the slope being the value of apparent rate constant $k_s$ at that temperature as the plot of ln ($k$) versus reciprocal temperature would be a straight line. The slope of straight line gives the value of $-E/R$, whereas intercepts provide ln($A$). Regarding the SCM method, there is also an implicit assumption that the value of activation energy, $E$ does not change during the course of reaction.

Based on the Arrhenius law for rate constant, rate constant can be expressed by the following equation

$$k = A \exp (-E/RT) \tag{4}$$

$$\ln(k) = \ln(A) - E/RT \tag{5}$$

The model-free method

The model-free differential isoconversional method was used to provide the apparent kinetic parameters. Integral approach fails to estimate activation energy $E$ if the $\phi$(C) is unknown [44]. Moreover, in SCM, it was assumed that evaluated $E$ does not change during the reaction. On the contrary, in the model-free approach, the activation energy should be accepted as a variable parameter; therefore, $E$ can be calculated at a different level of $C$. In general, the integral form of the rate equation is written as:

$$\phi(C) = kvt \tag{6}$$

$\alpha$: conversion or fractional mass remaining

$C = (m(t) - m_f) / (m_0 - m_f)$

$\alpha = (m_0 - m(t)) / (m_0 - m_f)$

$1- \alpha = C$: fractional mass loss

$m(t)$: instantaneous mass of sample

$m_f$: final mass of sample or residue mass

$m_0$: initial mass of sample

$k_v$: rate constant for model-free method
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\[ \phi'(C) \frac{dC}{dt} = k \] (7)
\[ \frac{dC}{dt} = k_v \phi'(C) \] (8)
\[ \frac{dC}{dt} = k_v F(C) \] (9)

So, \( F(C) \) in the differential form of rate equation equals \( 1/\phi'(C) \). Invoke equation (5) and (9)

\[ \frac{dC}{dt} = A \exp(-E/RT) F(C) \] (10)

Assuming a fixed value of \( C \), equation (10) can be rewritten as follows:

\[ \int_0^C \frac{dc}{F(c)} = A \exp(-E/RT) \int_0^C dt \] (11)

\[ \frac{1}{(A \exp \left( -\frac{E}{RT} \right))} \int_0^C \frac{dc}{F(c)} = tc \] (12)

\[ \phi(c)/A_c \exp (-E/RT) = tc_i \] (13)

\(-\ln t_{c,i} = \ln \left( \frac{A_c}{\phi(c)} \right) - \frac{E}{R}T_i \)

In the equation (13), \( i \) in subscript refers to isothermal condition \( t_{c,i} \) is the time needed to reach a certain conversion isothermally, and \( A_c \) and \( \phi(c) \) represent the pre-exponential factors and the integrated form of the reaction model. For the fixed value of \( C \), it shows that a plot of the time against temperature in equation (13) would be a straight line; hence the value of \(-E/R\) will be obtained. So, \( E \) can be calculated at different levels of \( C \).

Equation (6) can be modified in terms of temperature and conversion as follows:

if pyrolysis is carried out non-isothermally and temperature is the linear function of \( t \) (time), then:

\[ T = T_o + B t \]
\[ B = \frac{dT}{dt} \, (^\circ C/min) \]

\[ B= \text{linear heating rate} \]

\[ \left( \frac{dm}{dt} \right) = k_c t \]

\[ - \int_{m_0}^{m_f} \frac{dm}{m} = \int_0^{t_c} k_v dt \] (14)

For first-order reaction,

\[ -\ln C = \int_0^{t_c} k_v dt \] (15)

The right-hand side of the equation (15) can be modified by \( k_v = A_c \exp (-E_c/RT) \)

\[ \ln C = - \frac{AC}{B} \int_{T_o}^T e^{-\frac{E_c}{RT}} dT \] (16)

In 1961, Vallet, in a trilingual monograph, makes the substitution [45].

\[ z = -\frac{E_c}{RT} \]

and reduces integral equation (16) to that for the expression

\[ \ln C = - (A_c E_c/R B) \int_z^\infty z^{-2} e^{-s} ds \]

\[ J(z) = \int_z^\infty z^{-2} e^{-s} ds = z^{-2} e^{-s} S(z) \]

\[ \ln C = - (A_c E_c/R B) J(z) \]
Vallet evaluates the rapidly changing $J(z)$ and the slowly varying $S(z) (0.9564 \text{ to } 0.9633)$ for range of $z$ from $0 \leq z \leq 200$, thus covering various possible solutions for most problems. In this way, we can obtain the value of $\ln (1-\alpha)$ for a simple first-order reaction. The order of reaction can be known by

$$-\ln (d\alpha/dt) = -n \ln (1-\alpha) + \ln (1/k) \quad (17)$$

3. Results and discussion

Pyrolysis of pine needles

The thermal decomposition of pine needle samples is shown in Figure 2 (a–d). As it can be seen from the DTG curves, thermal degradation shows three peaks. The first one is up to about 55–67°C with a mass loss of about 1–1.5% The second one is in temperature interval of 300–305°C with 3 to 3.5% as mass loss, showing mostly the degradation of hemicelluloses. The third is found with mass loss of 5 to 5.5% at a temperature range of 340–350°C. Before the decomposition of pine needles started, some water and air moisture had got evolved. The end of drying is done at around 49 to 80°C. The process of biomass pyrolysis initiates above the upper limit of the given range, whereas, with wood, pyrolysis starts at 160°C [46]. The maximum mass loss of pine needles through pine needles decomposition cures (Figure 2 (a) and Figure 2 (d)) corresponding to temperature and time is obtained at around 345–350°C within 1800–1920 seconds. Temperature range was fixed below 600°C. The main decomposition regime (active pyrolysis) is in the range of 200–380°C approximately for three samples collected at different altitude levels with a mass loss of 56%. Above 387°C, an iota of mass (passive pyrolysis) undergoes final decomposition. Mainly hemicelluloses and cellulose in loose biomass (pine needles) decompose in the primal stage of active pyrolysis. In this experiment, decomposition rate reached two maximums at 305°C and 345°C, whereas lignin is decomposed in both stages. Passive pyrolysis which usually occurs at a very low decomposition rate, involves lignin decomposition. Although lignin degradation happens in the wide temperature interval of 160–600°C dichotomizing it from hemicellulose and cellulose decomposition is difficult. The peak complexity at higher heating rate usually occurs due to a relatively high content of hemicellulose degradation at lower temperatures as cellulose. It is obvious that carbon content in samples increase with temperature at the expense of decreasing fraction of hydrogen content in biomass. The pattern, which was experimentally found in Figure 2 (a–d) clearly depicts that solid char is more charred due to the increasing temperature. In Figure 2 (b), there can be seen a negligible increase in sample weight during experiment caused by the adsorption of gaseous reagents on
the solid surface, or the interaction of a very small fraction of CO₂ in the furnace with some components of a mineral layer (ash) of the char, which was observed during our studies of catalytic effects of ash in pyrolysis [47]. From Figure 2 (b), the mass loss of samples begun at the temperature interval of 30 to 50°C and the maximum rate of change was observed at range of 300–400°C. The final residue obtained in the end was about 27 to 28% of the initial mass of samples. In an inert atmosphere like argon and nitrogen, the rate of decomposition is very slow and it decreases slowly. Such a process is ascribed to the gradual devolatilization of the char produced at lower temperatures [48] or it can be identified as corresponding to transformations of a part of the initial sample. Relating to kinetic modelling, such behaviour either refers to a reaction in series or to an independent parallel reaction. Unlike inert gases, in air, an increase in the rate of decomposition has been seen due to the oxidation of char, so that almost no residual mass is left in the end. Such behaviour was observed by Bilbao et al. [49].

Figure 2 (a–d). Curves for the thermal decomposition of pine needles (TGA, DTG, and DSC) under inert atmosphere of nitrogen.
Kinetics of thermal decomposition

Figure 3(a–d) shows the variation of fraction mass remaining of different samples with time and temperature. Supposing that pyrolysis is a first-order reaction, the calculation of kinetic parameters is done with the help of two methods: model-free iso-conversional and shrinking core model. In the kinetic modelling of biomass pyrolysis, a pseudo-homogenous kinetic equation can be involved [50]. Thus, the simple pseudo-homogenous reaction model for the first-order reaction with respect to pine needles as solid substrate can be used to predict the overall reaction rate. The reaction rate constants for the model-free as well as the shrinking core model are estimated from the experimental results as shown in Figure 3(a–d). The values of the slopes in plots provide reaction rate constants, which are represented in equation (6) and equation (3).

Figure 3 (a–d). Graphical plot of the linearized kinetic models (first-order model (a,d) and the shrinking core model (b,d)) for pine needles under inert atmospheres of N₂ with time and temperature.
The relationship between the left-hand sides of equation (15) and equation (3), separately, must show the linear behaviour with time in order to prove the validity of first-order and shrinking core models. The role of these two equations in the experimental results obtained for the pyrolysis of pine needles can be seen in Figure 3. An experimental range of conversion varied from 5.7E-4 to 0.99 for all the three samples in an inert atmosphere. The curve fitting of data presented in Figure 3 leads to the conclusion that the first-order reaction model can be applied only in the narrow range of conversion, whereas the shrinking core model relatively shows the good fitting of data points for the wide range of conversion. Having seen the curve fitting of data points, the validity of the first-order kinetics has likely indicated the pyrolysis of the pine needles proceeded, accordingly, to different mechanism. As it was seen in the results, the shrinking core models as well as the first-order model do not show a good agreement with the experimental data points at the higher rate of conversion. There is a likelihood that the limitation of diffusion can play a major role in this zone of conversion, which happened after 3300 s. The physical as well as chemical properties, residence time of volatile gases, heating rate and temperature are some major parameters that affect the pyrolysis of biomass. The pyrolysis of biomass at high temperature results in decreased char yield, mainly due to gasification reactions occurring at higher temperature [51]. As it can be seen from Figure 3 (b), the shrinking core model in the regime of chemically controlled reaction is applicable up to a certain maximum value of conversion only. The higher volatile content in needle samples reduces the pyrolytic conversion rate as with the increasing temperature range of 370 to 592°C char yield decreases. The decomposition of cellulose in loose biomass gives higher bio-char yield at temperatures below 302°C. At temperatures above 302°C, cellulose depolymerizes, resulting high volatile content [52]. In the case of a high heating rate, the residence time has an insignificant effect on biochar yield, and hence suppresses dehydration reactions and the formation of less reactive anhydrocellulose, which provides a higher yield of char [53]. Thus, the effect of heating rate is stronger in the pyrolysis of biomass than that of other fossil fuels. Higher pyrolysis temperature also resulted in more liquid cracking, which provides a higher yield of gaseous products and a lower yield of tar and char [54].

For all feedstock, large decreases in biochar yield were observed between the pyrolysis temperatures of 350°C and 500°C [55].

For the different volatile content, Sample 2 and Sample 3 have standard deviations of 0.01206 and 0.0120 respectively, whereas Sample 1 has the least standard deviation of 0.01 among the three samples.

Residence time at low temperature largely affects char yield rather than that of higher temperature. This is due to the fact that solid phase reactions are faster and therefore complete within 1 to 2 s. Secondary pyrolysis usually occurs at 700°C, but it has occurred earlier in the case of loose biomass, so the overall rate of
reaction decreased. During secondary pyrolysis, the rate of reaction which is the amount reacted in relation to the initial amount, decreases as the amount of substrate decreases [56]. The secondary reactions usually take place at around 700–800°C. These reactions occur mostly between the products of the primary reaction. The importance of secondary reaction increases with the residence time of volatile compounds in the hot zone of the reactor [57]. It can be concluded that high volatile and ash content reduce (first-order reaction) pyrolytic conversion rate at a higher temperature.

In Figure 4 (b), at 335°C, all pyrolysis had taken place, and hence the slopes for all the samples went vertical to the abscissa and reaction rate abruptly increased with temperature, which led to fast pyrolysis reaction. In Figure 2 (c), it can be also seen in DSC curves that there is a peak formation due to sudden increase in the heat of flow rate at the temperature range of 200–350°C. Relating to the variation in heat flow, Lee et al. [58] provided a view relating to the heat of reaction during pyrolysis. They estimated experimentally the heat of reaction through conversion rate, solid temperature and thermal properties, pyrolysis gas composition and pressures. It was found for an incident heat flux of 31.92 kJ/m²s provided parallel to the grain direction, the pyrolytic region can be classified into three zones: an endothermic primary degradation occurs below 250°C, whereas an exothermic partial zone varies from 250°C < T < 340°C; and an endothermic surface char zone from 340°C < T < 520°C.

![Figure 4 (a–b). Arrhenius plots for pine needle pyrolysis in nitrogen atmosphere](image)

Kinetic parameters obtained for the better-fitting models from the slope of straight line in Figure 3 (a–d), are shown in Table 4. After correlating these values of rate constants with the temperature history (Table 4), the activation as well as the pre-exponential factors (Figure 4) were obtained. Using Equation 18, the order
of reaction (n) for pine needle samples was obtained, while thermal parameters obtained by DSC curves in Figure 2 (c) are shown in Table 5.

Table 4. Kinetic parameters for pine needle pyrolysis in an inert atmosphere of nitrogen

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample number</th>
<th>E (Activation energy) (kJ/mol)</th>
<th>A (Pre-exponential factor) (s⁻¹)</th>
<th>Sample number</th>
<th>Temper-ature Range (°C)</th>
<th>kₙ(s⁻¹) (first-order model)</th>
<th>kₛ(s⁻¹) (SCM)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sample 1 (Teri)</td>
<td>SCM Model-free</td>
<td>SCM Model-free</td>
<td>Sample 1</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>4.53E-04</td>
<td>1.94E-04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>32.21 22.60 1274.105 1.08E-06</td>
<td></td>
<td>350</td>
<td>6.88E-04</td>
<td>2.42E-04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>400 8.63E-04 2.64E-04</td>
<td></td>
<td>450 1.03E-03</td>
<td>2.79E-04</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample 2 (Rishikesh)</td>
<td>40.55 23.64 6555.10 9.37E-07</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sample 2</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>3.26E-04</td>
<td>1.44E-04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>350 5.78E-04 2.43E-04</td>
<td></td>
<td>400 7.74E-04</td>
<td>2.69E-04</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>450 9.78E-04 2.86E-04</td>
<td></td>
<td>300 3.93E-04</td>
<td>1.86E-04</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample 3 (Champawat)</td>
<td>34.52 22.61 2197.33 1.145E-06</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sample 3</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>6.10E-04</td>
<td>2.30E-04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>400 8.43E-04 2.66E-04</td>
<td></td>
<td>450 1.01E-03</td>
<td>2.80E-04</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Order of reaction and thermal parameters of samples (DSC curves) in an inert atmosphere

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample Number</th>
<th>Order of reaction (n)</th>
<th>Specific heat (Cₚ)</th>
<th>ΔH (Net heat content)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sample 1 (Teri)</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>22.5 kJ/kg K</td>
<td>0.262 kJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample 2 (Rishikesh)</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>28.26 kJ/kg K</td>
<td>0.2181 kJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample 3 (Champawat)</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>36.18 kJ/kg K</td>
<td>0.2256 kJ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The lower value of the parameter n (order of reaction) implies the strong inhibiting effects of nitrogen on the pyrolytic decomposition of loose biomass (pine needles). The activation energy and other parameters, especially by the shrinking core model, are in accordance with the earlier research experiment [59]. The lower value of the order of reaction in nitrogen was found to be the same by various methods that were discussed by Volvellla et al. [60].
4. Conclusion and discussion

Needle samples obtained from the forest areas of Uttarakhand underwent a pyrolysis in a thermo-balance with an inert atmosphere of N$_2$ in order to study the thermal behaviour of loose biomass within the temperature range of 19 to 600°C at ramping rate of 10°C/min. The thermogravimetric experiments performed in a dynamic mode showed that the reactivity of pine needle samples was inhibited by nitrogen at a higher temperature. Moreover, decomposition rate with nitrogen was slower than that of the air or carbon dioxide, and transformation occurred at very higher temperatures (>350°C). Most of the transformation occurs in a relatively narrow range of temperatures, which is different for each gas [61]. To understand the behaviour of loose biomass (pine needles), various models have been used to study the pyrolysis of biomass (viz. Two consecutive reaction schemes, Momentum equation for motion of pyrolysis gases, etc.). In this study, the simplest form of kinetics models for solid–gas reaction (the first-order model and the shrinking core model) has been implemented to find the better-fitting model for predicting the kinetic of chemical reaction during pyrolysis of loose biomass. The model-free method was only used to compare the values of activation energies and the pre-exponential function with the shrinking core model in order for a comprehensive study of the kinetics of loose biomass with other prevailing models. From all the results, it was concluded that the shrinking core model for the reaction-controlled regime predicted well for the rate of pyrolysis up to 95% conversion in nitrogen, whereas this was only 85% with the first-order reaction model. Activation energies (E) and the pre-exponential factors (A) were evaluated for both model-free and SCM. In addition, the order of reaction with respect to conversion rate was determined. In this kinetic study, the calculated kinetic parameters are within the range of values which were previously reported in the literature of the pyrolysis process of biomass [60].
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